This mark scheme is published as an aid to teachers and candidates, to indicate the requirements of the examination. It shows the basis on which Examiners were instructed to award marks. It does not indicate the details of the discussions that took place at an Examiners’ meeting before marking began, which would have considered the acceptability of alternative answers.

Mark schemes should be read in conjunction with the question paper and the Principal Examiner Report for Teachers.

Cambridge will not enter into discussions about these mark schemes.

Cambridge is publishing the mark schemes for the October/November 2013 series for most IGCSE, GCE Advanced Level and Advanced Subsidiary Level components and some Ordinary Level components.
Part 1A – Language Usage

Vocabulary

[1] عرب كا جان دو بس ہے ہوئی کم لازم

[1] خاطر میں دم لانا پرواہ دکر

[1] آپ کی پینت سخت

[1] ہنیا پلاش پندا ہے ہنیا ہمان ہے ہمان سوچ جانجا حسنہ

[1] رال دننکا یہ اپنی جیسے کو دیکھ کر کہ ہو اپنے کر

Part 1B – Sentence Transformation – to future

[1] ہم آپ کا کام کلیہ پر نویں جواب گا

[1] آپ کی شرکت مطلب ہے روشن اور جو جد ہے

[1] ہم اپنے کام کو کہ ہیں ہیں لگانے کا
1C Cloze Passage (total 5 marks)

Part 2: Q16: Summary

(a) 16

[b] 1

[no mark]

[b] 1

[b] 1
Part 3: Comprehension Passage A

[1]   17
Award 2 marks for 2 responses

18
Award 3 marks for 3 responses

19
Award 3 marks for 3 responses

20
Award 2 marks for 2 responses

21
Award 4 marks for 4 responses
Part 3: Comprehension Passage B

Award 1 mark for either response

Award 1 mark for each response

Award 1 mark for each response

Award 1 mark for either response

Award 1 mark for each response

Award 1 mark for each response

(Award 1 mark each for any 3 subjects)